What's New in IBM® Notes 9.0 Social Edition®
IBM Client Strategy
The flexible and comprehensive collaboration solution

**Domino 9**

- **Universal access**
  - Remain productive regardless of location

- **Open application development**
  - Fully extensible, standards-based

- **Collaboration in context**
  - Seamless, uninterrupted workflow

- **Advanced collaborative capabilities**
  - Instant messaging, personal content library, office productivity tools

- **Proven, reliable infrastructure**
  - Security-rich, high availability, simple upgrades

**Collaboration foundation**
- E-mail, calendar, contacts

**Rich clients**
- On-line/Off-line

**the client**

**the server**
IBM Solutions to Meet a Spectrum of Customer Business Needs

- **Public Cloud**
  - IBM SmartCloud® Engage®
  - IBM SmartCloud Meetings®
  - IBM SmartCloud Connections®
  - IBM SmartCloud Notes®

- **On-Premises**

- **Dedicated Cloud**
  - IBM SmartCloud Social Collaboration for Government®
  - IBM GTS SmartCloud Enterprise®
    - IBM Notes & Domino®
    - IBM Domino Utility Server®
    - IBM Connections®
    - IBM Sametime®
    - IBM WebSphere® Portal®
    - IBM Web Content Manager®

- **Hybrid**

- **Partner Offerings**
New “Discover” Page: Goals

1. Replace the “Home” and “Getting Started” pages to give more value to end users
2. Provide easier access to IBM's documentation resources, some of which are on the web
3. Help users understand and find the powerful features of Notes:
   - Smaller chunks of information
   - Bring user right to Preferences panel/tab for setting
   - Different media/learning styles: Help (read), Video (view), and Open dialog (Do)
4. Orient the presentation of the information toward tasks and problem solving
“Discover” page
Explanations of all the new features, including video and click-through tutorials

End-users introduced to the new features by the product itself – first time in Notes history!
Notes 9.0 Social Edition

Social Theme: cleaner, more modern look, adopted across IBM product line for UI consistency

Enhanced Search

Shortcuts

“Group By” and “Show Beginning”

Abbreviated dates

Embedded Experiences
Notes 9.0 Social Edition
Some of our favorites...

- “Discover” page
- Click on URLs in edit mode
- “Quick Find”
- Group by Date
- “Sticky” auto-sort for Date columns
- “Snippets” (Show Beginning of Message)
- Single-click access to Mail, Calendar, Contacts, etc.
- “Rolling Calendar” view (additive weeks)
- “Weekly Planner” view
- Category colors
- “Add Sender to Contacts”
- “Reply to All” from Sent folder
- “Paste as Plain Text”
- Shortcut key (Ctrl-R / Ctrl-Shft-R)
- Mac Cocoa support
What's new in Notes 9.0 Social Edition?

“Group By Date” to categorize your mail by when it arrived

“Show Beginning of Message” (first 100 characters)
What's new in Notes 9.0 Social Edition?

- Can't find what you're looking for?

Use “Quick Find” and just start typing...

Quick Find works on any inbox column including Dates.
What's new in Notes 9.0 Social Edition?

- “Sticky” auto-sort for Date columns

By default, your most recent emails will appear at the top of your inbox.
What's new in Notes 9.0 Social Edition?

Significant improvements to “Add Sender to Contacts”
What's new in Notes 9.0 Social Edition?

- “Reply to All” from Sent folder now removes your name from the To: field

Notes 9 rocks!!
What's new in Notes 9.0 Social Edition?

- "Shortcut" buttons – single-click access to Mail, Calendar, Contacts, etc.

- Click'able on URLs even in Edit mode: Ctrl+click

www.ibm.com/connect says those Notes guys are cool!
What's new in Notes 9.0 Social Edition?

“Rolling” calendar view (additive weeks)

“Weekly Planner” view
What's new in Notes 9.0 Social Edition?

Calendar entries can now be color-coded by category.
What's new in Notes 9.0 Social Edition?

Check Calendar dialog can be moved and sized, and now remains on top while you're interacting with Notes.
What's new in Notes 9.0 Social Edition?

- Control Search scope via toolbar or Preferences
- Search Mail and Archives simultaneously
What's new in Notes 9.0 Social Edition?

- “Change Password...” now on File menu

- New shortcut keys:
  - Ctrl+R -or- Ctrl+Shift+R for “Reply” or “Reply to All”
  - Ctrl+Alt+V for “Paste Special”
  - Ctrl+Shift+V for “Paste as Plain Text”

- Mac® Cocoa® support!
What's new in Notes 9.0 Social Edition?

- Action bar button in Inbox to mark messages Read or Unread
Default Preference settings...

- If user is already using the mail pop-up notifier, change to use “slide-in” notifier instead
- Automatically close original mail when replying or forwarding
- Automatically sort Date column to display the most recent at top
- Automatically process meeting notifications (e.g., updates that do not require a change-in-schedule decision)
- Turn on “ghosting” in calendar (display unaccepted invitations in the calendar view)
- Enable “Synchronize Contacts” (with iNotes and mobile devices)
- Turn on new “One UI” theme
- Expose “Job Title” in type-ahead

- Embedded Sametime – 8.5.2 IFR1
- Symphony has been removed – separate download now required
Social Mail & Embedded Experience
“Social Mail” is the evolution of messaging to include social capabilities...delivered in the context of where you choose to work

Access social tools from your inbox

Access messaging from social homepage

Access from your mobile devices

LinkedIn

Twitter
Realizing the Social Vision in the IBM portfolio

IBM Notes and Domino 9.0 Social Edition

IBM Connections 4.5 and Connections Mail
“Updates” page
For rendering Activity Stream content

Connections “Home” page and embedded experiences rendering inside of the Notes client experience!
Embedded Experiences
Work without switching context...stay focused

NOT this...
Embedded Experiences
Work without switching context...stay focused

Download or preview the file directly from within mail
See the latest and add additional comments
Embedded Experiences
Work without switching context...stay focused

...or even THIS!

Approve or Reject from within mail
IBM Notes Browser Plugin –
Make your Browser your Notes Client
Notes Browser Plug-in

- Designed to easily extend applications previously available only to Notes users out to web browser users, as well
- Provides a powerful compliment to existing XPages capabilities
- Allows applications to run in a browser with no modification!
- Lightweight install, similar to other plug-ins in size, deployment time and configuration requirements

- Minimal limitations:
  - Windows only (for now, at least!)
  - Not designed to support mail template, rather, to work in conjunction with iNotes
  - Firefox and Internet Explorer along with Citrix, in first release

- Licensing: Enterprise CAL, CEO Communications, Collaboration Express

BOTTOM LINE: “...the beauty of this is for the users who want to use iNotes and could not access their apps before. This solution is for them and not for someone who wants to use the plug-in instead of the standard Client with a lower footprint...”

- Raj P.
...and even this!
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